Full-Timers
2 Cor. 5:14-15 For the love of Christ constrains us because we have judged this, that One died
for all, therefore all died; and He died for all that those who live may no longer live to
themselves but to Him who died for them and has been raised.
Practically speaking, the work of preaching the gospel can mostly be by full-timers. To work for
the preaching of the gospel on the college campuses in the United States requires full-time
laborers. The recovery has been in the United States for twenty-three years, and we have
discovered that the spread of the gospel of God’s New Testament economy requires a good
number of full-time workers.
We can realize that now there is a great need to spread the Lord’s recovery. According to the
need of the present world, the truths that the Lord has shown us, and the blessing that we have
received of the Lord, we surely must take a further step, even a giant step, for the spreading of
the Lord’s recovery. The time has come not only in the Far East, but also in the United States for
us to rise up to take a giant step to have as many full-timers as possible to go out to spread the
truth. It has been proven in Taiwan that the full-time workers’ going out to spread the truth has
been much blessed by the Lord.
If a country, a nation, is going to be strong, it must produce and support an army. Not everyone
goes to the battle, but some younger, strong, bolder, and daring ones have to be in the army. The
rest of us should do everything to support our army. The Lord needs the propagation and the
increase. Go to teach and to preach any time and anywhere. We need an army. We need bolder
ones, stronger ones, who dare to die, to be full-timers to form an army. (The Way to Practice the
Lord’s Present Move, pp. 65, 69, 84, 87)

